Unresolved boundaries of evolutionary theory and the question of how inheritance systems evolve: 75 years of debate on the evolution of dominance.
One of the key issues in the evolution of life is the evolution of inheritance systems. In population genetics, the earliest attempt at addressing the latter problem revolved around Fisher's theory on the evolution of dominance. Fisher's hypothesis was that inheritance systems could be modified during the evolutionary process in such a way that wild-type phenotypes could become dominant with respect to mutant phenotypes. This would result in the buffering of a population against the deleterious effects of mutations. The debate that ensued on this topic has been one of the most longstanding in evolutionary theory. At present, the prevalent view is that dominance cannot evolve as a direct result of selection. Furthermore, it has been argued that due to inherent constraints in biochemical systems, the manifestation of dominance is a default expectation and hence evolutionary explanations are not necessary. This has led to the position that the subject is generally resolved and no further debate is necessary. However, there are also several studies indicating that dominance levels can be modified as a result of changes in the genetic background. Furthermore, other studies have indicated that dominance selection is possible in certain circumstances. To a large degree, conclusions from both of the latter types of studies have been ignored. In this article, the history of several intellectual and methodological traditions that have contributed to this debate are traced, including experimental genetics, theoretical population genetics and theoretical biochemistry. In the light of both old and contemporary works on this topic, it is argued that contrary to the prevalent view, the evolution of dominance is not a resolved issue. A re-examination of this issue is essential, given that dominance evolution is likely to be an important stepping stone towards understanding the evolution of inheritance systems.